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The problem I

- LOAEL: lowest observed adverse event level
� identification of a specific dose, i.e. the lowest significant dose against

negative control. Similar: MAXSD (maximal safe dose, NOAEL) or
MED (minimal effective dose)

� used in safety assessment, e.g. (environmental) toxicology or AEs in
RC-DF-T

� used in dose-response studies
� using order restriction (not just a different effect)

- Today, let us focus on a simple one-way layout with k > 2 dose
groups with N(μi , σ

2), such as laboratory endpoints or organ weights
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The problem II

- The aim of evaluation of these dose-response studies is manifold:
� just any heterogeneity between the groups
� a dose-related trend (global only)
� the minimal effective dose for an efficacy endpoint
� the LOAEL for a safety endpoint today

- Why order restriction?
� Ordered alternative: H1 : μ0 ≤ μ1 ≤ ... ≤ μk |μ0 < μk ,
� Either increase the power and/or
� achieve a specific claim, such as increasing monotone trend, or

identification LOAEL assuming a monotone increase ∀Di ≥ DLOAEL
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A motivating example I

- Relative liver weight data of dogs in a chronic toxicity study on
Mosapride Citrate (Fitzhugh et al. 1964)- used by [YK01]
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- Question: LOAEL = Dmin or Dmed or Dmax

- Particularly limiting for testing approaches is the small sample size of
ni = 6
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The crux of LOAEL identification by MCPs I

- [LR92] and [Kod09] criticized LOAEL approach. But be precise!

1 LOAEL is an experimental dose only; no inter/extrapolation possible
and therefore LOAEL > BMD commonly

* Yes, but not too serious for continuous data. Examples in [Kod09]:

Example BMD001(10) LOAEL
HK 585 300 mg/kg
Hb 364 300 mg/kg
Bw 394 300 mg/kg

Neurotoxic 110 100 mg/kg
Hepatocellular carcinoma 260 600 mg/kg

I.e. do not believe in toooo precise estimates at all!
AND: what means BMD001(10) really- see later
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The crux of LOAEL identification by MCPs II

2 LOAEL depends on sample size
* Yes, but today the GORIC (generalized order restricted information

criterion) alternative approach is less depended on sample size. ONE
advantage

3 LOAEL does not take monotone dose-response relationship into
account

* Serious argument, see the next slides. But GORIC approach takes
monotone dose-response relationship into account

4 Moreover [Kod09] confusion between LOAEL and NOAEL
* The proof of hazard (LOAEL) and proof of safety (NOAEL) can be

perfectly formulated by MCPs [HH08]- not discussed today

5 Proposed alternative: benchmark dose (BMD) [Kod09], [WK05], but
see their limitations below
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? I

- Definition:

LOAEL = min(ξ ∈ 1, ..., k : H1 : μ0 = ... = μi < μξ ≤ ... ≤ μk)|μ0 < μk)

- Naive approach is stepwise MCP: k , (k − 1), (k − 2)..., 1 trend test,
each at level α (a-priori ordered IUT), stop with the first
non-significant level i and ξ = i + 1
E.g. using Helmert [Bau97] or reverse Helmert contrasts [Jan05]

- To test one-sided, monotone order restricted
H1 : μ0 ≤ μ1 ≤ ... ≤ μk |μ0 < μk , at least two approaches exist:

i MLE-test acc. to [Bar59] quadratic test statistics
ii MCT linear test statistics
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? II

- A contrast is a suitable linear combination of means:

k∑
i=0

ci x̄i

- Notice, I use here i = 0, ..., k , focusing on comparisons vs. control

- A contrast test is standardized

tContrast =
k∑

i=0

ci x̄i/S

√√√√ k∑
i

c2i /ni

where
∑k

i=0 ci = 0 guaranteed a tdf ,1−α distributed level-α-test.
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? III

- A multiple contrast test is defined as maximum test:

tMCT = max(t1, ..., tq)

which follows jointly (t1, . . . , tq)
′ a q-variate t- distribution with

degree of freedom df and the correlation matrix R

- Known examples (balanced design k=2)

- Dunnett one-sided [Dun55]

ci C T1 T2

ca -1 0 1
cb -1 1 0
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? IV

- Williams Procedure (as multiple contrast [Bre06])

ci C D1 D2

ca -1 0 1
cb -1 1/2 1/2

- Step contrasts [Bau97])

ci C D1 D2

ca -1 1/2 1/2
cb -1 1 0
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? V

- All testing approaches using pooling means biased the LOAEL
estimation

- Two counter-examples with data-depended non-monotonicity:

control low med high
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TRUE - MED - MED - -

Helmert [Bau97] 0.99 0.003 0.0001 0.0001 0.11 0.0001
rev. Helmert[Jan05] 0.99 0.81 0.0001 0.0001 0.0026 0.0001

many-to-one [Dun55] 0.99 0.046 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? VI

- Therefore, all testing approaches which used pooling means (e.g.
contrasts or ML-estimations under order restrictions) biased the
LOAEL estimation. Only the pairwise Dunnett approach does not:

Hξ=1
1 : μ0 < μ1

Hξ=2
1 : μ0 < μ2| μ0 = μ1

Hξ=3
1 : μ0 < μ3| μ0 = μ1, μ0 = μ2

- Analysis of the example by one-sided Dunnett procedure:

Estimate Pr(>t)

low - control == 0 7.450 0.11

med - control == 0 5.500 0.21

high - control == 0 10.767 0.023 *

The LOAEL is dose ξ = 3 since the adjusted p-value is just below
0.05.
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LOAEL identification with order restricted MCPs? VII

- An alternative concept is AIC-based model selection using ORIC
(order restricted information criterion) [Anr99] and recently
GORIC[KHS11].
Without FWER-control but with optimal compromise between
likelihood and model complexity
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Problems with BMD approach for continous data I

- GORIC in a minute- first a brief discussion: is BMD really THE
alternative against LOEAL?

- BMD even for quantal response controversial defined:

� The spontaneous rate p0, the x% additional risk BMR (where x
0.01, ...0.1 which one) (or extra risk definition)

� The BMD or lower confidence level BMDL?
� (Using earthworm data in library(drc))
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Problems with BMD approach for continous data II
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- BMD even for continuous data even more controversial:
i) risk relative to the variation in the control [CRU94], ii) the risk
relative to the control mean [SRE+04], iii) p0 has to be estimated

- Depends on the underlying model
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Problems with BMD approach for continous data III
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- Model averaging (Ritz et al. 2012)
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Model selection: GORIC as an alternative I

- Model selection via generalized order-restricted information
criterion [KHS11]: to select the best out of a set of models- which
represents alternative hypotheses- in which the population means (μi )
may be restricted by a mixture of linear equality and inequality
constraints.

- GORIC is similar to AIC [Aka73]: trade-off between the fit of the
hypothesis in the data - the likelihood- and complexity of the
hypothesis - number of distinct parameters

- GORIC is calculated by

GORIC = −2 log Lm + 2 PTm, (1)

with log Lm the (order-restricted) log likelihood and PTm the penalty
(complexity) term for Hm.
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Model selection: GORIC as an alternative II
� The order-restricted likelihood is based on order-restricted MLEs μ̃.
� The penalty term is calculated by

PTm = 1 +
k+1∑
l=1

LP(k + 1, n0, . . . , nk ,Hm) · l , (2)

where LP(.) is the level probability for hypothesis Hm, which depends
on the number of dose levels (k), the number of observations per dose
group (ni ), and the restrictions in hypothesis Hm.

� the hypothesis with the lowest GORIC value is the favored one of the
set.
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Model selection: GORIC as an alternative III
- The GORIC can be applied to hypotheses of the form

Hm : R1μ ≥ 0,R2μ = 0, for m ∈ M,

a mixture of:
� R1 a cm1 × k + 1 matrix containing cm1 inequality restrictions on the

k + 1 means
and

� R2 a cm2 × k + 1 matrix with cm2 equality restrictions and the
unconstrained hypothesis [KHS11].

- Instead of comparing with the model of H0, here comparison against
the unconstrained model (i.e., the hypothesis with no restrictions on
the parameters, for example ANOVA-type heterogeneity alternative).
I.e. to safeguard for selecting the best of a set of weak hypotheses,
the unconstrained model is included
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Model selection: GORIC as an alternative IV
- GORIC selects

1 the correct hypothesis
2 a similar one
3 the unconstrained hypothesis

- To improve the interpretation, GORIC weights (wm) -similar to AIC
weights- can be used

- GORIC weight represents the relative likelihood, i.e. the relative
support of one hypothesis of interest in comparison to the whole set

- Even better: the ratio of two weight gives the relative support of
these two hypotheses, that is, Hm is wm/wm′ more likely than Hm′
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Model selection: GORIC as an alternative V

- Increasing the number of observations does not affect the relative
evidence (assuming that the data are still in agreement with the
hypotheses)

- Properties:
� −2 log Lm is max for unconstrained model
� 2 PTm increases with increasing model complexity, no= � no>
� impact of noncentrality is complex (see simulations)
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LOAEL example I

- Decompensation of the global ordered alternative
H1 : μ0 ≤ .... ≤ μk , μ0 < μk into all elementary alternatives

- E.g. k = 3 doses the global alternative can be decomposed in 7
elementary order restricted alternatives:

Hξ=1,a
1 : μ0 < μ1 = μ2 = μ3

Hξ=1,b
1 : μ0 < μ1 < μ2 = μ3

Hξ=1,c
1 : μ0 < μ1 = μ2 < μ3

Hξ=1,d
1 : μ0 < μ1 < μ2 < μ3

Hξ=2,a
1 : μ0 = μ1 < μ2 = μ3

Hξ=2,b
1 : μ0 = μ1 < μ2 < μ3

Hξ=3,a
1 : μ0 = μ1 = μ2 < μ3

- Similar to order restricted MCP [Hot06]
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LOAEL example II

- Analysis of the example: GORIC estimates of the liver weight example

Alternative logLik penalty weight LOAEL?

Hξ=1,a
1 : μ0 < μ1 = μ2 = μ3 -80.32 2.49 0.177 -

Hξ=1,b
1 : μ0 < μ1 < μ2 = μ3 -80.29 2.81 0.132 -

Hξ=1,c
1 : μ0 < μ1 = μ2 < μ3 -79.51 2.89 0.266 LOAEL

Hξ=1,d
1 : μ0 < μ1 < μ2 < μ3 -79.51 3.03 0.230 -

Hξ=2,a
1 : μ0 = μ1 < μ2 = μ3 -81.95 2.50 0.035 -

Hξ=2,b
1 : μ0 = μ1 < μ2 < μ3 -81.15 2.79 0.057 -

Hξ=3,a
1 : μ0 = μ1 = μ2 < μ3 -81.27 2.50 0.067 -

Hunconstrained
1 : μ0, μ1, μ2, μ3 -79.38 5.00 0.037 -

- The ratio to the unconstrained model wfm1c/wfmUnc is 7.2, i.e. the relative
support of LOAEL=1 is about 7fold with respect to any heterogeneity.

- Remember: Dunnett LOAEL=3

- GORIC differs from the first non-testing model selection approach by
Yanagawa(2001) [YK01] by different penalty terms: they use simple AIC, i.e.
ignore order restriction
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LOAEL example III
- GORIC-LOAEL simulations. E.g. the true profile 0, 0, δ, δ

GORIC Dunnett Williams
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Williams procedure is biased (as other to-the-left pooling contrasts)

Both model selection and Dunnett can correctly identify LOAEL

But: Dunnett-type-LOAEL depends directly on non-centrality, whereas
model selection represents an overlay of two effects which results in a first
dependence phase followed by an independence phase

Two serious advantages of model selection: i) consideration of order
restriction, ii) less dependent on non-centrality
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Take home message I

- MCT and model selection base on similar decomposed elementary
alternatives, i.e. mixtures of = ... = and < ... <

- MCT and model selection can be used for the same aim, e.g.
LOAEL, but based on different principles

- Increasing number of models: MCT trade-off between multiplicity
penalty and correlation. Model selection: free

- MCT: against H0. Model selection: against unconstrained model
(more precise: against all models/hypotheses in the set)

- MCT: p-value or sCI. Model selection: weight or ratio
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Take home message II

- My favorite properties of model selection:

1 unbiased LOAEL estimation taken order restriction into account
2 direct selection of the true elementary alternative
3 takes order restriction into account
4 less dependent on non-centrality
5 suitable for small sample sizes

- Further examples: change point threshold in exposure epidemiology
[HL09], mode of inheritance in genetic association studies, MED,...

- An R package goric exists (Gerhard/Kuiper, IBC Kobe 2012 talk)

- Question: is LOAEL- estimated by GORIC- now again an alternative
to benchmark dose [LR92]?
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